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Abstract 

The deformation-related microstructure of an Indian Ocean zircon hosted in a gabbro deformed at amphibolite-

grade has been quantified by electron backscatter diffraction. Orientation mapping reveals progressive variations 

in intragrain crystallographic orientations that accommodate 20° of misorientation in the zircon crystal. These 

variations are manifest by discrete low-angle (<4º) boundaries that separate domains recording no resolvable 

orientation variation. The progressive nature of orientation change is documented by crystallographic pole 

figures which show systematic small circle distributions, and disorientation axes associated with 0.5-4° 

disorientation angles, which lie parallel to rational low index crystallographic axes. In the most distorted part of 

the grain (area A), this is the [100] crystal direction. A quaternion analysis of orientation correlations confirms 

the [100] rotation axis inferred by stereographic inspection, and reveals subtle orientation variations related to 

the local boundary structure. Microstructural characteristics and orientation data are consistent with the low-

angle boundaries having a tilt boundary geometry with dislocation line [100]. This tilt boundary is most likely to 

have formed by accumulation of edge dislocations associated with a <001> {100} slip system. Analysis of the 

energy associated with these dislocations suggest they are energetically more favourable than TEM verified 

<010>{100} slip. Analysis of minor boundaries in area A indicates deformation by either [ ]010  (001) edge, or 

[100](100) and [001](100) screw dislocations. In other parts of the grain, [ ]011  cross slip on (111), ( )111  and 

(112) planes seems likely. These data provide the first detailed microstructural analysis of naturally deformed 

zircon and indicate ductile crystal-plastic deformation of zircon by the formation and migration of dislocations 

into low-angle boundaries. Minimum estimates of dislocation density in the low-angle boundaries are of the 

order of ~3.1010 cm-2. This value is sufficiently high to have a marked effect on the geochemical behaviour of 

zircon, via enhanced bulk diffusion and increased dissolution rates. Therefore, crystal plasticity in zircon may 

have significant implications for the interpretation of radiometric ages, isotopic discordance and trace element 

mobility during high-grade metamorphism and melting of the crust. 
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Zircon (ZrSiO4) is an extremely significant accessory phase due to its ability to incorporate 

and retain geologically important trace and rare earth elements (REE), including elements 

produced by radioactive decay. These characteristics enable the geochemistry of zircon to be 

applied to a wide range of geoscience disciplines, for example rock petrogenesis (Belousova 

et al. 2002; Hoskin and Schaltegger 2003; Hawkesworth and Kemp 2006); metamorphic 

processes (Fitzsimons et al. 1997; Schaltegger et al. 1999; Rubatto and Hermann 2003), 

sedimentary provenance (Hoskin and Ireland 2000; Cawood et al. 2003), geothermometry 

(Watson and Harrison 2005), and crustal recycling studies, including the evolution of early 

Earth using stable isotopes of oxygen (Mojzsis et al. 2001; Wilde et al. 2001). The broad 

application of zircon geochemistry and geochronology to a range of igneous, sedimentary and 

metamorphic rocks has also provided valuable constraints on the tectonic events that are 

responsible for their formation (e.g., DeCelles et al. 2000; Whitehouse and Platt 2003; Collins 

et al. 2004; Dempster et al. 2004).  

 

Key to the extensive use of zircon is its assumed physical and chemical durability. The 

refractory behavior of zircon is supported by empirical evidence that zircon can preserve 

geochemical information and primary growth zoning through cycles of weathering and 

sedimentation, high-grade metamorphism and even entrainment in igneous rocks (Gulson and 

Krogh 1973; Pankhurst and Pidgeon 1976; Ross et al. 1992; Lanyon et al. 1993; Rubatto et al. 

2001; Cawood et al. 2003). Experimental data show that diffusion of trace and REE in zircon 

in pristine zircon requires extremely high temperatures (>900°C) (Cherniak et al. 1997b; Lee 

et al. 1997; Connelly 2000), as does the diffusion of oxygen under dry conditions (Valley 

2003). However, many studies indicate element mobility (particularly Pb loss) in zircon at 

lower temperatures than predicted by diffusion experiments (Gebauer and Grünenfelder 1976; 

Pidgeon and Compston 1992; Geisler et al. 2002). This is commonly interpreted to reflect 

recrystallization and annealing of the zircon lattice following radiation damage 

(metamictization) (Silver 1964; Pidgeon and Compston 1992; Mezger and Krogstad 1997; 

Geisler 2002). However one recently demonstrated and potentially important process is 

enhanced bulk diffusion caused by the development of fast-diffusion pathways associated 

with plastic deformation microstructures in zircon (Reddy et al. 2006).  

 

Despite empirical data that illustrate a relationship between crystal-plastic microstructures and 

geochemistry (Reddy et al. 2006), there are few detailed studies on the microstructural 

characterization of plastically deformed zircon. Indeed, the only detailed account of crystal-
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plastic deformation in zircon has concentrated on transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to 

recognize glide systems that developed as a result of experimental shock deformation (Leroux 

et al. 1999)(Table 1). This study attempts to rectify this by quantifying deformation-related 

microstructures in zircon using electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) in the scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) (Prior et al. 1999; Schwartz et al. 2000). Such an approach has 

lead to significant advances in the understanding of grain-scale deformation processes and 

mechanisms in major rock-forming minerals, for example, enabling intragrain 

crystallographic variations to be used to determine active glide systems (e.g., Lloyd and 

Freeman 1994; Lloyd et al. 1997; Boyle et al. 1998; Bestmann and Prior 2003; Reddy and 

Buchan 2005). The detailed microstructural examination presented here develops this 

approach for accessory phases, provides new data regarding the natural plastic deformation of 

zircon, and addresses the significance of zircon deformation for geological research.  

Geological Background 

The analyzed zircon comes from olivine gabbro (Sample 176-735B-162R-6-22-24) collected 

from core recovered during Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) Leg 176 from Hole 735B. The 

core represents a sample of the ultra-slow spreading Southwest Indian Ridge (32º43.392'S, 

57º15.960'E ) (Fig. 1a) and was drilled in a mean water depth of 735m. The core comprises 

predominantly of gabbro or olivine gabbro that can be characterized by a number of different 

litho-stratigraphic units (Units I-XII) (Dick et al. 2000)). The sample was collected from unit 

XI, 1089m below the sea floor. Results from leg 176 show the cored oceanic crust to record a 

complex deformation history, with different units displaying heterogeneous deformation 

characterized by syn-magmatic and sub-solidus high-temperature crystal-plastic deformation 

through to brittle fracture and cataclasis (Dick et al. 2000; Bach et al. 2001). Discontinuous 

granulite- to amphibolite-grade (1000-600˚C) deformation fabrics are cut by semi-brittle and 

brittle low temperature shear zones as strain was localized into a system of discrete low-angle 

detachment faults during greenschist- and subgreenschist-grade (<500˚C) conditions (John et 

al. 2004). The deformation represents dynamic uplift and denudation of oceanic crust (John et 

al. 2004). Detailed petrologic and thermochronologic analysis of this area of oceanic crust 

indicates initial crystallization at 11.93 ± 0.14 Ma, followed by relatively rapid cooling such 

that the crust had cooled below 500°C by 11.3 Ma (John et al. 2004; Schwartz et al. 2005). 
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Analytical Procedure 

A petrographic thin section of the rock sample was polished with progressively finer grades of 

diamond paste (0.25μm) followed by a further 4 hours of polishing with 0.06μm colloidal 

silica in a NaOH solution (pH10). EBSD data were collected from a single zircon grain found 

within the thin section using different SEMs housed at Curtin University of Technology and 

University of Adelaide in Australia and HKL Technology labs in Denmark. SEM settings 

used for data collection are documented in Table 2. Automatic EBSD mapping was 

undertaken by collecting and indexing an EBSP from each node of a user-defined grid. 

Several different areas of the zircon grain were analyzed at different spatial resolutions (for 

details see Table 2). Acquisition of EBSD data was undertaken using HKL Technology’s 

Channel 5 Flamenco software using the parameters documented in Table 2. 

 

Empirically obtained EBSPs from the zircon were automatically indexed to theoretical (hkl) 

reflector intensities of the different Kikuchi bands of zircon. The theoretical reflector intensity 

file was derived from Channel 5 Twist software via structure factor calculations that utilize a 

kinematical electron diffraction model. Information required for this calculation 

(crystallography, space group, atom coordinate and occupancy data) were obtained from the 

Mincryst crystallographic and crystallochemical database (Card No 5260) (Chichagov et al. 

2001), which summarizes data originally collected by Hazen & Finger (1979) (Table 3). 

Although there are numerous possible crystallographic datasets that can be used to generate 

theoretical reflector files for zircon, a detailed examination of 23 of these using zircons 

collected from a range of geological environments (Reddy, unpublished data) indicates that 

the parameters in Table 3 yield consistently high indexing of good quality. 

 

For all data, the angular “closeness of fit” between the empirically obtained pattern and the 

theoretical solution, quoted as the mean angular deviation (MAD), was generally good, i.e. 

low (Table 2). MADs greater than 1.3 were rejected as poor quality fits. For some maps an 

“orientation lock” (setting 4) was used to refine solutions and provide more accurate 

orientation data (Table 2).  

 

The EBSD data from each area was processed in different ways to produce a series of maps 

that show different aspects of the microstructure. Maps (with the exception of Fig. 6c & 7c) 

were produced using the Channel 5 “Tango” module. All EBSD data were noise reduced 

using a “wildspike” correction and a five-neighbor zero solution extrapolation. Data were also 
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passed once through a modified Kuwahara filter (Humphreys et al. 2001) made available in 

Channel 5 Service Pack 8. In all cases a 3x3 filter size with 5° smoothing angle and a 1° 

artifact angle was used. Such a filter can produce artifacts in the data particularly around grain 

boundaries. Comparison of misorientation axis maps and stereographic projections with and 

without the modified Kuwahara filter (not shown) indicate a significant noise reduction for 

0.5-1° boundaries when the filter is used and no significant artifact generation.  

 

Band contrast is obtained from an assessment of the contrast identified in the Hough 

transform, and is a measurement of pattern quality that is a fundamental property of the 

EBSP. Band contrast is susceptible to variations in crystallographic orientation, structural 

integrity, crystal damage and surface topography and is therefore particularly useful for 

qualitatively delimiting the sample microstructure. During data processing, band contrast 

maps were therefore used as a background over which phase or orientation data were draped. 

Phase maps were produced by assigning a different color to each identified phase. A map of 

plagioclase grain area was produced using a 10˚ minimum boundary cut off.  Orientation 

maps were produced using the Channel 5 ‘texture’ component in which each pixel is colored 

for minimum misorientation relative to a user-defined reference orientation. Local 

misorientation maps illustrate the mean of the minimum misorientations between a central 

pixel and each surrounding pixel in a 3x3 grid; the mean being assigned to the central pixel.  

 

Crystallographic orientation and misorientation data were plotted using Channel 5 “Mambo” 

software using lower hemisphere, equal area projections. All data are reported with respect to 

an arbitrarily assigned X-Y coordinate framework for the sample surface that is also shown in 

each of the orientation maps. Crystallographic axes of the zircon grain were arbitrarily 

assigned specific miller indices in the sample reference frame to facilitate description and 

interpretation of the data. 

 

The tetragonal crystal symmetry of zircon means that eight possible misorientation angle/axes 

may be calculated between two different crystallographic orientations (Grimmer 1980). In this 

study, the angle/axis pair corresponding to the minimum misorientation angle (referred to as 

“disorientation” in the materials literature and henceforth in this paper) was used for analysis. 

This can be justified because the changes in misorientation are progressive and can be 

mapped continuously from the undeformed core of the zircon. It should be noted that angular 
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errors associated with disorientation axis calculations can be up to ± 30˚ for 2˚ disorientations, 

and will vary with angular resolution (MAD) of the data (Prior 1999).  

 

The orientation information stored in the EBSD data from Area A were also analyzed using 

the principles detailed by Pantleon (2005). This approach uses the unit quaternion description 

of m discrete orientations, qi (i=1…m) to define the mean orientation. A summary of the 

relationships between unit quaternions, and the commonly used angle/axis pair and Euler 

notations are outlined in Appendix 1. The disorientations ( 1−= qqq iiδ ) of all individual 

orientations (qi )  from the mean ( q ) can be calculated. The spread of all orientations can then 

be characterized by a symmetric tensor (Q) that allows subsequent calculation of three non-

negative eigenvalues. The eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue 

characterizes the dominant rotation axis (Pantleon 2005). This methodology has the advantage 

that the definition of the dominant rotation axis is unambiguous and allows a sign to be 

assigned to all disorientation angles. Orientation gradients associated with grain scale bending 

of the crystal lattice can also be removed to allow details of the orientation variations within 

the microstructure to be resolved. This is important in situations where the underlying 

microstructure comprises alternating disorientations of different sign.  As an additional 

benefit, the unpredictable problem of microstructure concealment due to arbitrary selection 

and application of color schemes to orientation maps can be eliminated. This approach 

therefore compliments the more widely used approach of inspection of dispersion or 

disorientation axes on stereographic projections and provides a more qualitative assessment of 

dominant rotation axes associated with intragrain disorientations.  

Microstructural Analysis of Zircon 

The studied zircon is a single grain that has a long axis of c.700μm (Fig. 1b) and resides 

within a fine-grained, polymineralic matrix dominated by plagioclase and magnetite (Fig. 1c). 

The matrix is strongly deformed and represents a high-strain zone between two large 

phenocrysts of orthopyroxene and plagioclase (Fig. 1b). Dynamic recrystallization of the 

matrix is evident by a shape-preferred orientation of plagioclase and a noticeable reduction in 

the grain size of recrystallized plagioclase around the tips of the zircon grain (Fig. 1d). 

 

Orientation contrast imaging (Prior et al. 1996) reveals greyscale changes that indicate 

crystallographic orientation variations across the zircon grain (Fig. 2a). Gradual orientation 

changes form sub-parallel, gently-curved bands which are localised at the grain tips (Fig. 2a-
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b). The trend of the bands vary along their length, and is different at each tip of the grain. 

Several late brittle fractures truncate bands and have sharp changes in orientation across them 

(Fig. 2a-b). EBSPs from different localities within the grain show subtle variations in the 

positions of bands and band intersections (zone axes) (Fig. 2c). These variations confirm that 

the greyscale differences in orientation contrast images correspond to changes in 

crystallographic orientation. Indexing of these EBSPs results in low MADs (Table 2) and 

indicates that there are no systematic pseudosymmetry misindexing problems associated with 

EBSD analysis of zircon.  

 

Automatic orientation mapping shows that the zircon contains heterogeneously developed 

intragrain orientation variations (Fig. 3a) with maximum cumulative disorientation from the 

parent orientation in areas A, B and C of 14˚, 6˚ and 4˚ respectively (Fig. 3a). The total 

cumulative disorientation across the whole grain is c. 20˚. Disorientation profiles at the grain 

tips show a progressive change in crystallographic orientation (Fig. 3b). Correlated 

disorientation angle analysis from the data shown in Fig. 3a indicate that the magnitude of 

disorientation between adjacent points never exceeds 4˚ across the grain, and over 95% of 

adjacent points have a misorienation of <1˚ at 3µm grid spacing. Variations in 

crystallographic orientations across individual brittle fractures is c. 0.5˚ (Fig. 3b), and the 

accommodation of orientation variations at the grain scale by brittle deformation is 

insignificant (Fig. 3a). The orientation of the undeformed parts of the grain with respect to the 

sample surface is such that the zircon c-axis plunges gently to the upper right of the map (Fig. 

3c). 

 

The changes in crystallographic orientation across the grain are systematic and define 

cumulative dispersions away from the parent orientation that, in their simplest form, lie along 

small circles. In area A, the crystallographic axes are dispersed anticlockwise from the parent 

orientation along small circles about a ‘dispersion axis’ coincident with the (100) pole (Fig. 

4ai). All disorientation axes for this area generally cluster in the vicinity of the same (100) 

pole, but 2-4˚ disorientations cluster more tightly than 1-2˚ and 0.5-1° disorientations (Fig. 4a 

ii). This may be a direct consequence of less accurate axis determination at low misorientation 

angles (Prior 1999). In areas B and C, the dispersion of crystallographic orientation from the 

undeformed core of the grain is more complex. Area B shows a ‘rhomb’ shaped dispersion 

pattern (Fig. 4bi) requiring dispersion of comparable magnitudes (<5°) around at least two 

axes. The 1-2º disorientation axes for area B also fail to correspond to a single 
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crystallographic direction (Fig. 4bii) but define a girdle distribution parallel to the ( )011  

plane. The dispersion pattern of crystallographic axes in area C also shows complexity 

associated with dispersion about multiple axes (Fig. 4ci). However these differ from those 

recorded in areas A and B. The geometries of disorientation axes are also different in area C 

with 2-4˚ axes being distributed around the ( )121  pole, while 1-2º axes are more scattered 

(Fig. 4cii). The small magnitudes of cumulative dispersion in the areas B & C make 

orientation analysis difficult. Therefore further detailed microstructural analysis is only 

applied to Area A.  

 

The part of the grain with the largest cumulative disorientation (Area A) contains numerous 

discrete boundaries that separate zones (2-10µm wide) that record little internal orientation 

variation. (Fig. 5). These boundaries generally lie sub-parallel to each other (Fig 5a,b). 

Disorientation axes/angle analysis of various boundaries reveals some variability in the 

geometry of disorientation axes (Fig. 5c).This could reflect errors associated with the 

calculation of low-angle disorientation axes (Prior 1999). However, sub-areas 2,3, & 4 (Fig. 

5a) record disorientation axes associated with 1-2° disorientation angles that plot close to the 

local (100) pole.  

 

A numerical analysis of orientation correlations from area A (after Pantleon 2005), taking into 

account the tetragonal symmetry of zircon, indicates that the mean orientation of the zircon in 

this particular area is given by the quaternion, q  =  [0.82, -0.24, -0.52, 0.07]. Diagonalisation 

of the symmetric tensor i ii
Q q qδ δ= ⊗∑ r r , provides eigenvalues (λ) and eigenvectors ( rr ) 

which characterize the standard deviation of the orientation distribution within area A. Thus,  

 

λ1 =  0.06 with 1r
r  = [0.07    0.29    0.96] 

λ2 =  0.19 with 2r
r  = [-0.09    0.95    0.29] 

λ3 = 13.8 with 3r
r  = [0.99    -0.11   -0.04]. 

The orientation distribution with respect to the three principle axes 1 1 2 2 3 3q q r q r q rδ δ δ δ= + +
r r r r  

therefore indicates a dominant rotation axis parallel to 3r
r with only minor variations along 

other directions (Fig. 6a,b). This vector deviates only 6.5° from the crystallographic [100] 

direction. In map form these rotations around the dominant rotation axis indicate an 
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underlying microstructure (Fig. 6c) similar to that shown in Fig. 5a and confirm the band-like 

changes in orientation across the grain. 

 

The consistent change in orientation in Area A shown by the maps (Fig. 5a & 6c) and 

crystallographic orientation data (Fig. 4a) record an orientation gradient that is superimposed 

on the finer-scale orientation differences associated with the boundary structure (Fig. 7a). The 

effect of the orientaion gradient can be eliminated in the spatial direction (here [0.50, 0.87]) 

with the largest variation in sign carrying dislocation angle (Pantleon 2005) to show details of 

the boundary related microstructure (Fig 7b). The result is a decrease in orientation variation 

from 14° to 8° that can be shown in a modified disorientation map (Fig. 7c). This map 

illustrates that the boundary–related microstructure defines several domains. We have 

considered one of these domains and one of the domain boundaries in detail (shown in Fig. 8 

& 9 respectively). 

 

In domain (i), the detailed geometry of the boundaries is significantly more complex than can 

be recognised in Fig. 5a and comprises irregular kinked and smoothly curved boundaries (Fig. 

8a-d). The magnitude of local disorientation associated with each boundary varies along its 

length and boundaries commonly terminate in broader domains of distributed strain (Fig. 

8b,c). A disorientation profile (p-p’) across the microstructure (Fig. 8b) indicates that the 

change is crystallographic orientation comprises areas recording no significant orientation 

variation interspersed with narrow zones which accommodate all of the cumulative 

disorientation (Fig. 8d).  

 

In domain (ii) the change in crystallographic orientation is highly localised along single 

boundary planes (Fig. 9) and in such areas there is a dramatic reduction in EBSP band 

contrast (Fig. 9a). The width of these boundary zones are typically ~0.2µm (based on 

variations in band contrast) for changes in orientation of 0.5-3°. Disorientation axes from 

higher magnitude disorientation boundaries (sub-area ii; Fig 9b) record similar directions 

(Fig. 9d). A more detailed analysis of these domains is beyond the scope of this paper.  
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Discussion 

Crystal Plastic Deformation of Zircon 

The EBSD data from a zircon found within a deformed region of Indian Ocean crust indicate 

a progressive change in crystallographic orientation of 20°. This variation is localized at the 

grain tips, the core of the grain remaining undeformed, and corresponds to grain size 

reduction in the immediately adjacent matrix that is associated with dynamic recrystallization 

of plagioclase (Fig 1d). Microstructure developed in the zircon tips are characterized by 

abrupt boundaries that accommodate small (<3°) orientation changes within the lattice. These 

boundaries are of the order of 200 nm wide and are characterized by reduced band contrast. 

Between such boundaries, no systematic changes in orientation (>0.5°) are observed. In any 

particular grain tip the orientation variations associated with these boundaries are associated 

with rotations around one (Area A), two (Area B), or possibly more (Area C) axes. In 

addition, in the simpler system (Area A), the axis around which the crystallographic 

dispersion takes place is parallel to the disorientation axes relating adjacent EBSPs (Fig. 4). 

These axes coincide with the rational [100] crystallographic direction. These characteristics 

are consistent with the boundaries having formed by the migration and accumulation of 

dislocations into high dislocation density walls that separate relatively dislocation-free 

regions. The microstructure associated with changes in crystallographic orientation within the 

zircon is therefore interpreted to reflect crystal-plastic deformation rather than deformation by 

brittle fracture. 

 

The relationship between localized deformation at the zircon tip and reduced plagioclase grain 

size in the immediately adjacent matrix indicates deformation of the zircon within the shear 

zone in which it currently resides. The nature of the type of deformation (coaxial vs non-

coaxial shear) is difficult to resolve. However, the grain shape elongation of plagioclase at 

~35° to the margin of the deformed zone is more consistent with a significant non-coaxial or 

simple shear component than formation by coaxial deformation. The localization of 

deformation to the zircon tips is therefore interpreted to reflect incompatibility between the 

deforming matrix and the zircon grain and a heterogeneous response to increased stress in the 

vicinity of the zircon tip - matrix interface (e.g. Ashby 1970; Kenkmann 2000) during 

localized non-coaxial deformation of the gabbro.  
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There are two end-member models commonly used to describe the relationship of dislocations 

and low-angle boundaries: the accumulation of edge dislocations into tilt boundaries (Fig 10a) 

and the formation of twist boundaries associated with screw dislocations (Fig 10b). 

Discrimination of these different boundary types and the recognition of slip systems 

responsible for their formation is possible using EBSD data.  However, it generally requires 

the analysis of two sample sections to construct the three dimensional orientation of a 

particular boundary (Winther et al. 2004). In some situations, if ideal tilt or twist boundaries 

are assumed, the orientation of the dispersion / disorientation axes and the trace of the low-

angle boundary on the sample surface provide information on boundary plane morphology in 

the third dimension without the necessity of multiple sections. In the case of low-angle tilt 

boundaries, the line of the dislocation lies parallel to the disorientation and crystallographic 

dispersion axes, lies within the plane of the low-angle boundary and is perpendicular to both 

the pole to the slip plane and the slip direction (Burgers vector) of the associated slip system 

(Fig. 10a,c,d). For twist boundaries, formed by two or more sets of screw dislocations, the 

rotation axis is perpendicular to the boundary plane (Fig. 10b). Although using simple 

geometric models, this approach has been successfully used in EBSD studies to determine 

dislocation slip systems in quartz (Lloyd et al. 1997), calcite (Bestmann and Prior 2003; 

Reddy and Buchan 2005), garnet (Prior et al. 2002) and pyrite (Boyle et al. 1998).  

 

In the region recording the largest change in crystallographic orientation (Area A) the change 

in lattice orientation throughout the whole area corresponds to small circle dispersion around 

a single [100] direction pole (Fig. 4ai). Disorientation axes associated with this change in 

crystallographic orientation also lie parallel to the [100] direction (Fig. 4aii & Fig. 5) as does 

the direction of the calculated maximum rotational eigenvalue (Fig. 6) following a new 

approach to analyzing EBSD orientation data (Pantleon 2005). These observations, although 

representing different ways of analysing the same orientation data, indicate dominance of one 

rotation axis, [100], within area A (Fig. 5). This direction, along with the trace of the low-

angle boundaries on the sample surface, can be used to determine the orientation of the low-

angle boundaries (Fig 5). Since the (100) crystallographic plane and the trace of the low-angle 

boundaries on the sample surface do not coincide, the dominant microstructure is not 

consistent with a twist boundary geometry (Fig. 10). However, the data are consistent with a 

tilt boundary formed by edge dislocations with Burgers vector [001] and dislocation line 
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[100]. Such a boundary may be formed by migration and accumulation of dislocations of a 

[001] ( )010  glide system (Fig. 5). The relationship of this slip system to the atomic structure 

of zircon within an approximate sample coordinate system is illustrated in Fig. 11a.  

 

The translational lattice repeat vector in the [001] direction is 0.5982 nm, the shortest in the 

zircon structure, and is significantly shorter than the Burgers vector (b) for <010>{100} slip 

(0.6607 nm; Table 2) identified in experimentally shocked zircon (Leroux et al. 1999). 

Commonly the energy of a dislocation is simply considered to be proportional to b2 (e.g. Read 

1953). The formation of dislocations associated with <001>{010} would therefore seem to be 

energetically more favourable than the experimentally verified <010>{100} system. 

However, in anisotropic materials the length of the Burgers vector can not be considered in 

isolation (Foreman 1955). In the case of zircon, the anisotropy in elastic properties (e.g. 

Sirdeshmukh and Subhadra 2005) must also be considered. If this is done (see Appendix 2), it 

can be shown that [001]c-type dislocations should be energetically favorable over the [010]a-

type dislocations verified by TEM (Leroux et al. 1999). In addition, the zircon lattice is body 

centred  (I4/amd) suggesting that the equal addition of two common dislocations with Burgers 

vectors ½ 〉〈 111  may be responsible for the apparent [001] c-type dislocations (Fig. 11b). 

EBSD data does not have the spatial resolution to be able to disciminate between these 

alternatives and such a possibility must be tested using TEM. 

   

A similar disorientation analysis of the prominent boundary on the right side of area A 

(domain ii) yields a different result from those seen in the rest of Area A (Fig. 9). The surface 

trace of this boundary varies along its length but is ~70˚ from the general trend of other 

boundary traces in area A. The variation in crystallographic orientation across this 200nm 

wide boundary is 3˚ and is associated with a similar dispersion and disorientation axis 

geometry as the rest of Area A around [100]. The trace of this low-angle boundary is almost 

coincident with the (100) plane and is c.90° to the rotation axis, suggesting a twist boundary 

geometry consistent with screw dislocations of [100](100) and [001](100). However, the data 

are also consistent with tilt boundary formation associated with [ ]010  (001). In reality, the 

trace of this particular boundary curves into the orientation of the [001] )010(  tilt boundaries, 

and is likely to be composite boundary with an increasing component of [001] )010(  slip with 

any of the above slip systems. A summary of the features shown in Area A is shown in Fig. 

12.  
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The small variation in crystallographic orientation in area B makes possible slip systems, 

associated with low-angle boundary formation, difficult to identify. Low-angle boundaries in 

area B show curved traces (Fig. 2b) and crystallographic dispersion axes (Fig. 4bi) and 

disorientation axes  (Fig. 4bii) show some variability lying on a single great circle 

corresponding to the ( )011  plane. If it is assumed that low-angle boundaries in Area B have a 

tilt geometry, cross slip associated with the same [ ]011  glide direction could explain the great 

circle distribution of the disorientation axes. The disorientation axis distribution would then 

result from the activity of different slip planes, for example (111), ( )111  and (112). Such slip 

systems have not been previously reported in zircon and require verifying with TEM analysis.  

 

In addition to the possibility of cross slip, there are alternative intepretations that must also be 

considered. Firstly, the variation in disorientation axis geometry could be due to errors 

associated with low-angle disorientation axis calculations (Prior 1999). It should be noted that 

the distributions of disorientation axes in area A (Fig. 4aii) show a statistical alignment to 

[100] that is also seen in the rotation axis associated with crystallographic dispersion and the 

orientation of maximum rotational eigenvalue obtained by the methodology of Pantleon 

(2005). This indicates that disorientation axes of <5° can be successfully used in 

microstructural analysis (cf. Prior 1999). It therefore seems unlikely that the systematic great 

circle distribution of the disorientation axes is associated with errors in the calculation of the 

disorientation axes in area B. Alternatively, a combination of different slip systems would 

result in disorientation axes that reflect a geometric mixing of more than one rotation. The 

boundary geometries seen in parts of area A (Fig. 8) and the complexities seen in numerical 

analysis of the orientation data (Fig. 7) indicate the necessity for complex interaction of other 

dislocations associated with less active slip systems. This is also recognized in the curved 

boundaries of Area B where there is no systematic spatial variation in disorientation axes 

geometry. Some of the disorientation axis data must therefore be interpreted to reflect a 

variable combination of more than one slip system; an interpretation that is supported by the 

complex patterns seen in crystallographic dispersion patterns (Fig. 4b). Although the 

complexity recorded here is reported at the µm-scale, similar complexity has recently been 

reported in dislocations at the nm-scale (Johnson et al 2004), showing it is a fundamental 

property of dislocation sub-structure.  

 

In area C, the [ ]121  disorientation axes (Fig. 4cii) correspond to boundary traces that define a 

number of different orientations. Combined with the observation that the dispersion of 
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crystallographic axes does not reflect rotation around a single rotation axis (Fig. 4ci) but 

appears to be the product of a combination of slip systems, the interpretation of possible 

contributing slip systems is difficult without recourse to finer scale (TEM) studies.  

Geometrically Necessary Dislocation Density 

From the change in the crystallographic orientation, the geometrically necessary dislocation 

content (Cottrell 1964; Ashby 1970) can be obtained as the curvature of the crystalline lattice 

is directly associated with the dislocation density tensor (Nye 1953). Several methods have 

been proposed to resolve the type and density of the geometrically necessary dislocation 

content from the orientation changes evident from EBSD (Sun et al. 2000; El-Dasher et al. 

2003).  For cubic metals a severe complication arises as to the large number of possible slip 

system and the corresponding large number of dislocation types (characterized by Burgers 

vector and line vector) which has to be taken into account. This problem simplifies in the 

present case of zircon as only screw and edge dislocations with line and Burgers vectors along 

the elementary crystallographic axis [100],  [010] and [001], in all nine dislocation types, 

must be considered. The determination of the individual dislocation densities will be 

addressed in a forthcoming paper. Here an estimation of the geometrically necessary 

dislocation content is based on the long range orientation gradient in area A. The curvature 

caused by an orientation change of 14° (0.244 radians) due to a slip system with Burgers 

vector, b,  taking place over a distance of c.200 µm requires a dislocation density, ρ = Δθ /Lb 

= 2.108 cm-2. This is consistent with seven individual low-angle boundaries, spaced at  c.30 

µm and each having a disorientation angle of c.2° (0.035 radians), assuming their 

misorientation is mostly accumulative. Taking into account a width of each low-angle 

boundary of about 200 nm, the local dislocation density concentrated in such a boundary 

becomes 3.1010 cm-2. This approach has some limitations, for example it ignores all 

dislocations associated with alternating disorientations. However, it provides a first 

approximation of dislocation densities associated with low-angle boundary formation in 

naturally deformed zircon.  

Significance of Plastic Deformation Microstructures in Zircon 

Although of low modal abundance, zircon is critical in controlling trace element distribution 

during high-grade metamorphism and melting, and also provides the means to date these 

processes through isotope geochronology.  As a result there has been extensive research to 

understand the geochemical behaviour of zircon.  Numerous empirical studies (e.g.Connelly 
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2000; Peck et al. 2003), experimental studies (Suzuki et al. 1992; Cherniak et al. 1997a; 

Cherniak et al. 1997b; Lee et al. 1997; Watson and Cherniak 1997; Cherniak and Watson 

2001; Cherniak and Watson 2003) and numerical studies (Meis and Gale 1998) of elemental 

diffusion in zircon have shown that volume diffusion of most elements requires high-

temperatures (>900°C) before significant elemental diffusion distances are achieved. This 

characteristic underpins the use of zircon in a wide range of geological environments to 

provide geochemical and temporal constraints on a range of different processes. Several 

studies in the past have demonstrated that zircon is capable of deforming by brittle fracture 

(Boullier 1980; Wayne and Sinha 1988; Steyrer and Sturm 2002); a mechanism that will 

modify the effective grain size and surface area of the zircon and therefore may have 

implications for diffusion and chemical reaction under certain crustal conditions. However, 

the observation reported here, that zircon may deform by the formation and migration of 

dislocations under crustal conditions, has some profound implications for the chemical 

behavior of zircon, in particular the modification of trace element composition and the 

assumption of isotopic closure below temperatures of 900°C, and the role of zircon in 

controlling trace element budgets during crustal melting. 

 

The presence of intragrain microstructures (e.g. dislocations and low-angle boundaries) in 

crystalline material can significantly affect the bulk diffusion properties of that material (e.g. 

Lee 1995 and references therein). The reasons for this are several fold. The diffusion 

characteristics of dislocations are significantly different from the diffusion parameters 

associated with volume diffusion in a dislocation-free lattice. At any given temperature, 

diffusion along the line of the dislocation is characterized by orders of magnitude larger 

diffusion coefficients and significantly smaller activation energies than diffusion in the 

dislocation-free lattice (Balluffi 1970; Yund et al. 1981; Yund et al. 1989; Yurimoto et al. 

1992; Li and Chou 1996). Diffusion properties within low-angle boundaries are such that they 

also lead to faster diffusion than in the pristine lattice (Klinger and Rabkin 1999), while there 

is also evidence for a direct relationship between changing diffusion parameters and 

misorientation in low- to high- angle boundaries (Ma and Balluffi 1993; Li and Chou 1996). 

This indicates that fast-diffusion pathways are far more complex than simple pipe-diffusion 

models associated with single sets of dislocations.  Plastic deformation accommodated by the 

formation and migration of dislocations into low- and ultimately higher angle boundaries is 

therefore likely to produce multiple diffusion pathways that have different diffusion properties 

depending on the evolving microstructure.  
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In detail, the relative contributions of dislocation-related diffusion and volume diffusion to 

bulk diffusion characteristics of a material will vary because of the non-linear relationship 

between diffusion and temperature. As a result, the importance of high diffusivity pathways 

may change during the thermal evolution of a sample, with dislocation-related diffusion 

becoming more significant at lower temperatures because of the relatively high diffusion 

coefficient and low activation energy with respect to volume diffusion. This may have 

significant implications for the extrapolation of high temperature experimental volume 

diffusion studies to lower temperatures where dislocation-related diffusion would become 

relatively more significant. In addition it would be expected that for zircon in which 

recrystallization following radiation damage is negligible, changes in zircon geochemistry, for 

example Pb loss (Gebauer and Grünenfelder 1976) or REE modification (Reddy et al. 2006), 

will reflect the dominance of the dislocation-related diffusion process under most crustal 

conditions.  

 

Although microstructures can modify the diffusion characteristics of a material, the impact of 

dislocations and low-angle boundaries on bulk diffusion characteristics of the material will 

depend upon the total number and geometry of the high diffusivity pathways and whether the 

diffusing material have a propensity to be located in the high diffusivity defect (Lee 1995; 

Klinger and Rabkin 1999). In strongly deformed materials with high dislocation densities, 

volume diffusion distances between fast diffusion pathways are considerably reduced, leading 

to enhanced bulk diffusion. In addition, the mobility of high diffusivity pathways, once 

formed, plays a critical role in the extent to which the chemistry of the deforming material 

may be modified. In the case where dislocations are migrating during the formation of low-

angle boundaries (Fig. 10a), the surrounding volume of material is swept by migrating 

dislocations, resulting in transient fast diffusion pathways that have the ability to interact with 

a greater volume of crystalline material (Ruoff and Balluffi 1963). The effect of dislocation 

migration will be further enhanced if the partition coefficient of the diffusing species into 

dislocations >>1 (Lee 1995), as would be the case for Pb in zircon.  

 

A characteristic of chemical changes associated with dislocation migration and low-angle 

boundary formation is that the relatively dislocation-free volumes between low-angle 

boundaries should also be chemically modified. This seems to be the case in REE variations 

in area A of the studied zircon, where diffusion distances approach five orders of magnitude 
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those calculated for volume diffusion (Reddy et al. 2006). These data therefore provide the 

empirical evidence that enhanced bulk diffusion associated with high-diffusivity pathways 

and defect-related diffusion can modify zircon geochemistry at temperatures below those 

predicted by volume diffusion experiments. 

 

 Solid-state diffusion in zircon is an important control on the trace element geochemistry of Zr 

saturated melts (Watson and Harrison 1983). While in Zr undersaturated melts, the dissolution 

and solubility of zircon has a critical role in controlling trace element geochemistry (Watson 

and Harrison 1983; Baker et al. 2002). The presence of high dislocation densities associated 

with plastic deformation has the potential to affect trace element geochemistry of melts, 

firstly, as outlined above, by enhancing bulk diffusion in zircon and secondly by modifying 

the zircon dissolution characteristics. Research on the dissolution of silicate minerals 

(Wintsch 1985; Wintsch and Dunning 1985; Blum et al. 1990), carbonates (Morse and 

Arvidson 2002) and halite (Bosworth 1981) all indicate enhanced, though non-linear, 

dissolution in the presence of crystal defects such as dislocations. This enhanced dissolution 

reflects both higher dissolution rates associated with increased internal energy of dislocations, 

and enhanced nucleation of dissolution pits where dislocations intersect the crystal surface. 

Dislocation densities required to significantly modify internal energies of silicates are c.109 

cm-2 (Wintsch and Dunning 1985). Although the bulk dislocation density in area A is less 

than this, the low-angle boundaries have dislocation densities that are an order of magnitude 

greater than this (~1010cm-2). Dislocation densities of this magnitude also have the potential to 

significantly enhance silicate dissolution in metamorphic environments approaching 

equilibrium (Blum et al. 1990). Consequently, the dissolution characteristics of zircon can 

potentially be modified by the presence of crystal-plastic deformation microstructures and this 

could increase metamorphic reaction kinetics and significantly affect the trace element budget 

of silicate melts. 

 

To date, the full range of conditions under which zircon can deform by crystal-plastic 

processes have not been constrained. In this study, plastic deformation via <001>{010}, and 

<010>{001} edge or <100>{100) and <001>{100} screw dislocations , plus <010> cross slip 

on took place under amphibolite facies conditions. Amphibolite facies and higher grade 

metamorphic rocks are often intensely deformed and comprise a large percentage of the 

Earth’s outcropping basement. Preliminary microstructural analyses of zircon collected from a 

number of different high-grade localities indicate that, although not affecting all grains, 
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microstructures developed during plastic deformation are present in all of the analyzed 

samples. A preliminary study of 200 randomly sampled Jack Hills zircons indicates that c.5% 

of the analyzed zircon grains contain deformation-related low-angle boundaries (Timms et al., 

unpublished data). Although 5% may not seem significant, it is important to recognize that 

many of the recent applications of zircon geochemistry to the understanding of ancient 

geological environments involve the high spatial resolution analysis of small numbers of 

zircon grains and in all cases, microstructural analysis of the samples has not been 

undertaken.  

 

An important aspect of the microstructural results presented here is the scale of deformation 

microstructures relative to popular geochemical/geochronological analysis techniques. 

Natural zircon grain populations used for geochronology are typically smaller than the grain 

analyzed in this study, and are more likely to be of similar volume as area A. This highlights 

that plastic deformation can affect significant volumes of natural zircon grains. Further, 

deformation microstructure can have very subtle effects on the zoning observed in 

panchromatic cathodoluminescence imaging (Reddy et al. 2006), and could easily be 

overlooked. Geochemical analyses of zircon are increasingly concentrating on smaller 

volumes of material. Current ion-probe technologies typically analyze 20μm diameter pits 

which would cover a range of different deformation sub-structures with potentially different 

geochemical characteristics in a deformed zircon (Fig. 9a). Clearly this could lead to 

erroneous and misleading interpretations of ion probe data unless deformation microstructures 

are identified. The best approach for this identification is a rapid investigation of in situ or 

mounted zircon using orientation contrast imaging on samples used to characterize 

compositional variations by CL imaging. Microstructures identified at this reconnaissance 

stage can then be further analyzed using quantitative EBSD analysis.  

 

It is widely accepted that the crystallization and dissolution of zircon, and its chemical 

modification through diffusion, is dependent upon factors such as grain size, temperature, 

bulk-rock (or melt) composition, and the operation of metamorphic reactions. However, the 

importance of crystal plastic deformation of zircon has largely been ignored. The recognition 

of orientation variations in zircon associated with crystal-plastic deformation and the 

recognition that associated microstructures can facilitate modification of zircon geochemical 

systems is a possible explanation for anomalous geochemical and isotopic data that could 

ultimately be developed to provide new geological applications; for example the dating of 
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deformation. Importantly, the ability of deformation-related microstructures to act as fast-

diffusion pathways that can significantly modify mineral trace and isotope geochemistry 

precludes the a priori use of volume diffusion models to interpret zircon trace element and 

isotope data without first characterizing zircon microstructure. In addition, assumptions about 

the dissolution characteristics of zircon during crustal melting should also be reexamined to 

establish the possible significance of deformation-related microstructures.  

Figure Captions 

Fig.1. a) Location of the Atlantis II Fracture Zone and Hole 735B (after Bach et al. 2001). b) Optical plane-

polarized photomicrograph showing the single zircon grain used in this study in a high strain zone with a fine 

grained recrystallized matrix of plagioclase, magnetite, ilmenite and pyroxene between two large primary 

orthopyroxene (OPX) and plagioclase (plag) grains. c) map derived from EBSD data showing the distribution of 

phases in the high strain zone. d) map showing the size distribution of plagioclase grains. Plagioclase grains are 

shaded on a gradational color scale according to their area and are superimposed over a grey-scale band contrast 

map. Note the bands of smaller plagioclase grains (blue) localized at the tips of the zircon grain.  

 
Fig. 2 a) Orientation contrast image of the zircon grain. Grey-scale variations within the zircon grain indicate 

qualitative variations in crystallographic orientation. Box indicates area shown in (b). b) Orientation contrast 

image showing the detail of a deformed area of the zircon grain. c) A series of EBSPs from numbered spots 

shown in (a) illustrating the change in crystallographic orientation associated with grey-scale variations in (a). A 

grid has been added to aid visual comparison between EBSPs. 

 
Fig. 3 a) Orientation map of the single zircon grain obtained by automatic EBSD mapping. Each pixel 

corresponds to the analysis of a single EBSP. Colors indicate a relative minimum change in crystallographic 

orientation (disorientation) from reference point “+” (blue) to a maximum of 14° (red). Non-zircon points are 

shaded for band contrast (grayscale) to depict matrix grain structure. Boxes indicate areas from which 

crystallographic information are reported. Note that the brittle fractures seen in Fig. 2a have no significant 

impact on orientation variations at the grain scale. b) Cumulative disorientation profiles for lines a-a’, b-b’ and c-

c’ in (a). c) Lower hemisphere equal area projection of low index directions of zircon for the reference point ‘+’ 

shown in (a). Pole data is represented in the sample reference frame (x-y) and have been assigned specific 

directions to facilitate description and interpretation. 

 
Fig. 4. Crystallographic orientation and disorientation data for (a) sub-area A, (b) sub-area B, and (c) sub-area C 

shown in Fig. 3a. i) Lower hemisphere equal area pole figure of each data point in the sub-area. Colors 

correspond to disorientation from reference orientation as shown in Fig. 3a. Inset is an enlargement of a pole to 

(111) to show the dispersion in detail. Dispersion corresponds to small circle rotations of crystallographic axes 

around [100]. ii) Lower hemisphere equal area projection of low-angle disorientation axes (0.5-4˚) plotted in the 

sample reference frame. Grey symbols correspond to low-index crystallographic axes shown in Fig. 3c. 
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Fig.5. a) Orientation map of Area A shown in Fig. 3a obtained by automated EBSD mapping at 1μm spacing. 

Map is colored for disorientation angle (up to 14˚) from a reference point indicated by a cross in the lower left. 

Non-zircon points are shaded for band contrast to illustrate matrix grain structure. Boundaries above 0.5˚ are 

shown. White boxes delimit subsets of disorientation axes data shown in (c). Areas (i) and (ii) are shown in Figs 

8 and 9. b) Map derived from EBSD data that shows the small orientation changes (or ‘local disorientation’) 

between pixels, highlighting regions of higher deformation. Every pixel shows the mean disorientation angle 

between that pixel and its 8 surrounding pixels. c) Disorientation axes data from subareas shown in (a). Lower 

hemisphere equal area plots show 0.5-4˚ disorientation axes, boundary trace orientation (shown as thick black 

line outside primitive circle), and crystallographic poles of the reference orientation (grey symbols; for legend 

see Fig. 3c). To aid interpretation of the data (see discussion), the inferred great circle for the boundary wall 

(red) and slip plane (green) have been added assuming a tilt boundary geometry where the [100] disorientation 

axis correlates with the line of the dislocation vector. In this scenario, the pole to the boundary wall [001] 

corresponds to the orientation of the Burgers vector. 

 
Fig. 6. Disorientation of the individual orientation data points with respect to the average orientation in 

“disorientation space” for Area A. a) shows a cigar shaped distribution with respect to calculated eigenvector 

orientations. b) indicates a projection of disorientation space onto two of the principal axes (δq1 and δq3). Colors 

show positive (blue) and negative (red) rotations from the average orientation in Area A. c) Map of orientation 

data colored (as in b). Disorientations corresponding to rotations purely around directions orthogonal to 3r
r

(i.e., 

having no component along 3r
r

) appear white. 

 

Fig. 7. a) Graph to show sign carrying disorientation angle (θ*) with distance (x*) along the direction of 

maximum curvature in Area A. Definition of θ* (inset) is after Pantleon, (2005). Black line indicates a cubic 

parabola that represents a 1st order variation in the orientation of the crystal lattice. Subtraction of this parabola 

effectively removes the bending component in the grain and enables detail of the local disorientation 

microstructure to be investigated (b). Replotting the disorientations around the dominant rotation axis ( 3r
r

)  after 

subtraction of the overall gradient (and enhancement of the color scale by a factor of 3) results in the map shown 

in c) (red = -2°, white = 0°, red = 2°). Dashed lines on the map correspond to microstructural domain boundaries 

that are defined by the gradient-subtracted microstructure shown in the direction of maximum curvature in (b). 

White boxes labeled (i) and (ii) correspond to analyses of one of these domains (Fig. 8) and a domain boundary 

(Fig. 9) respectively.  

 
Fig. 8 Detailed maps of the deformed tip of the grain derived from EBSD data (area (i); Fig. 7). a) EBSP band 

contrast map. Domains of different band contrast values correspond to slight changes in orientation. Note the 

localized sharp reduction in band contrast along low-angle boundaries. Dashed circles indicate positions of 

SHRIMP analyses from Reddy et al. (2006). b) Map showing orientation changes relative to reference point 

(white cross). Color scale varies from 0˚ (blue) to 6˚ (red). c) Local disorientation map. For each pixel, the 

minimum misorientation magnitude is calculated for adjacent pixels on a local 3x3 grid, and the mean 

disorientation value is represented on the map. Narrow linear ‘high-value’ domains (low-angle boundaries) are 
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commonly joined by broader domains (relay zones) of more distributed deformation. d) Cumulative 

disorientation profile (p-p’) in (b). The step type geometry indicates that much of the orientation variation is 

localized in discrete low-angle boundaries, with areas between these boundaries showing little orientation 

variation. Note that these maps are rotated with respect to sample coordinates (xy). 

 
Fig. 9 a) EBSP band contrast, b) disorientation and boundary, and c) local disorientation maps of area (ii) in Fig. 

7 showing the structure of a low-angle boundary. d) Lower hemisphere, equal area projection of the 

disorientation axes (>1˚) associated with the boundary shown in (a)-(c). Data fall close to [100]. Grey symbols 

show the crystallographic reference point shown by the white cross in (b). Black lines shown at the edge of the 

stereonet (NE & SW) correspond to the approximate trace of the boundary.   

 
Fig. 10. Schematic representation of a) symmetric low-angle tilt boundary and b) twist boundary showing the 

geometric relationships between the boundary wall, slip plane, slip direction, and rotation axis and dispersion 

angle due to dislocation glide. c) Stereographic projection of the boundary/slip system shown in (a). At low tilt 

magnitudes the slip plane, slip direction and rotation axis are mutually perpendicular, and the rotation axis and 

pole to slip plane are contained within the plane of the boundary wall. d) Stereographic projection showing the 

dispersion of linear features A and B along small circles around the rotation axis. 

 
Fig 11. Atomic models of zircon showing zirconium (blue), silicon (pink) and oxygen (red) positions and 

different possible zircon slip systems. a) slip system [001] ( )010  inferred from analysis of the EBSD from Area 

A. The crystal axes (ac) are oriented to show the alignment of lattice planes and glide directions within the 

approximate sample coordinate system (xyz). b) Possible ½ 〉〈 111  Burgers vectors associated with dislocations 

in body-centered tetragonal zircon. Addition of two such dislocations would be equivalent to the [001]c Burgers 

vector shown in (a). a) & b) were created using the GDIS crystal program (Fleming and Rohl 2005). 

 
Fig. 12. Block diagram illustrating low-angle boundary geometry and the slip system geometries in area A of the 

deformed zircon with respect to orientation variations shown in Fig. 5.  

 

Table 1. Summary of previous microstructural features recorded in zircon.  

 

Table 2. SEM Settings and EBSD collection and processing variables. 

 
Table 3. Zircon crystallographic data (Mincryst Card #5260 after data of Hazen & Finger, 1979) used to generate 

the theoretical EBSD reflector files by which empirically obtained EBSPs are indexed. 
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Observed 
microstructure 

Slip system
  

Burgers 
vectors 

Active glide 
systems 

Deformation 
conditions 

Analytical 
technique 

Reference 

Abundant 
straight 
dislocations 

<100> {010} [100] 
and 
[010] 

[100](010) 
and 
[010](100) 
 

Shocked to 
20 GPa and 
40 GPa 

TEM Leroux et 
al. (1999) 

Shock induced 
brittle 
microfractures 
 

Parallel to 
(100), (010), 
and (111) 
 

n/a n/a Shocked to 
20 GPa and 
40 GPa 

TEM Leroux et 
al. (1999) 

Screw 
dislocations at 
crack tips of 
{111} fractures 
 

<110>{111}? <110> <110>{111} 
and 
<100>{010} 

Shocked to 
20 GPa and 
40 GPa 

TEM Leroux et 
al (1999) 

Phase 
transformation 
to scheeite 

Martensitic, 
{100}z//{112}s 
and 
[001]z//<110>s 
 

 n/a Shocked to 
40 GPa and 
60 GPa 

TEM Leroux et 
al. (1999) 

Dominant 
cleavage 

Parallel to 
{110} 

n/a n/a Brittle 
fracture 

 Spear, 
(1982) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reddy et al / Zircon Microstructure 
Table 1 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EBSD settings Figure 1c, d; 3 5-7 8 9 
SEM LEO XL30 XL30 XL30 
EBSP collection time per frame (ms) 14 60 60 60 
Background (frames) 64 64 64 64 
EBSP noise reduction (frames) 5 4 4 4 
                                    (binning) 4x4 4x4 2x2 4x4 
                                    (gain) low low low low 
O-lock mode no Level 4 n/a Level 4 
Hough resolution 80 60 60 60 
Band detection min/max 6/7 6/10 6/8 6/10 
X steps 562 172 400 130 
Y steps 540 123 400 110 
Step distance (µm) 3 1 0.1 0.75 
Average mean angular deviation (zircon) 0.6976 0.3702 0.4171 0.4726 
Zero solutions (%) 25.56 26.52 0.78 2.54 
Noise reduction – ‘wildspike’ Yes Yes Yes Yes 
 - n neighbour zero solution extrapolation 5 5 5 5 
Kuwahara Filter 3x3 / 5˚ / 1˚  3x3 / 5˚ / 1˚ 3x3 / 5˚ / 1˚ 3x3 / 5˚ / 1˚ 
SEM settings SEM system LEO FEG-SEM Philips XL30 FEG SEM 
EBSD system HKL Channel 5 HKL Channel 5 
C coat No Yes 
Acc. Voltage (kV) 20 20 
Working distance (mm) 10 20 
Spot size (nm) ~20 ~20 (Spot size 5) 
Probe current (nA) 5-10 ? 
Vacuum 15-20Pa 4 x 10-5 Torr 
Tilt (degrees) 70 70 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reddy et al. / Zircon microstructure Table 2 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

a (nm) 0.6604 
c (nm) 0.5980 

Space Group I4_1/amd 
Varient 2 
Zr x/a 0.000 
Zr y/b 0.750 
Zr z/c 0.125 
Si x/a 0.000 
Si y/b 0.750 
Si z/c 0.625 
O x/a 0.000 
O y/b 0.066 
O z/c 0.195 

Unit Cell Volume (nm3) 0.2608 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reddy et al / Table 3 
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Appendix 1: Unit quaternions 

Orientations can be described by a rotation with an angle ω around an axis rr from a reference 

orientation. This information can be combined into a unit quaternion 

 
( )
( )

0 cos / 2
sin / 2

q
q

rq
ω
ω

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
= = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
rr  (A1.1) 

The elements of the unit quaternion in the convention used here (Morawiec 2003) can also be 

found from the commonly used Euler angles 1 2( , , )ϕ ϕΦ  

 

( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( )

0 1 2

1 1 2 1 2

2 1 2 1 2

3 1 2 1 2

cos /2  cos / 2

sgn cos /2 cos / 2 sin /2 cos / 2

sgn cos /2 cos / 2 sin /2 sin / 2

sgn cos /2 cos / 2 cos /2 sin / 2

q

q

q

q

ϕ ϕ

ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ

ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ

ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ

= Φ +

= − Φ + Φ −

= − Φ + Φ −

= − Φ + Φ +

 (A1.2) 

 

Appendix 2: Calculation of Dislocation Energy in Zircon 

The line energy of a dislocation in an anisotropic medium 

 
2

ln( / )
4L
KbE b R

π
=  (A2.1) 

is determined by its Burgers vector and an effective energy factor K which depends on the 

elastic constants Cij. For zircon, Burgers vectors of a-type ( [010]ab a=
r

) are longer then 

Burgers vector of c-type ( [001]cb c=
r

). The effect of the elastic anisotropy has previously 

been investigated in cubic and hexagonal crystals (Foreman 1955). Under particular 

constraints on the elastic constants, Foreman has obtained a general result for dislocation lines 

along the third axis and an arbitrary Burgers vector 1 2 3[ , , ]b b b b=  (cf. Figure) 
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1 11 12
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c c c
K c c

c c c c

cK K
c

K c c
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= + +

−
= +

+ +

=

=
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 (A2.2) 
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Figure A2.1. Sketch of the geometries involved (left) Foreman and (right) our geometry with 

dislocation line along [100]. 

 

For analyzing dislocations along the crystallographic [100] direction, the coordinate system 

must be rotated. The resulting matrix of elastic constants in the new system (1=[010], 

2=[002], 3=[100])  

 

11 13 12

13 33 13

12 13 11

44

66

44

C C 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

c=
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
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C C C
C C C

C
C

C

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (A2.3) 

satisfies Foreman’s necessary condition (his equation (26)) and the energy factors can be 

obtained 

 

( )
( )

44 11 13
1 11 13

33 11 13 44

33
2 1

11

3 44 66

11 11 33

( )
2

C c C
K c C

C c C C

CK K
C

K C C

c C C

−
= +

+ +

=

=

=

 (A2.4) 

These expressions allow calculation of the line energy of all dislocation with line vector [100] 

independent of their Burgers vector. The energy factors for the two possible edge dislocations 

become 

 

2

11
1 2

33

11

33

                   for  [001]

  for  [010]

  

c c

a a

a c

K K b c

CK K K b a
C

CK K
C

= =

= = =

=

 (A2.5) 

Both values differ only by a factor given by the ratio between the main elastic constants C11 

and C33. Elastic constant data for zircon shows considerable variation (Bhimasenachar and 

3

2 001

100
1 010
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Venkataratnam 1955; Rhyzova et al. 1966; Ozkan et al. 1974)(see Table A2.1), even if the 

discredited values of Bhimsenachar & Venkataratnam (1955) are ignored (Sirdeshmukh and 

Subhadra 2005). However, the conclusions for the line energy are consistent. 

C11 C33 (C11/C33)1/2 Source 

5.7 4.6 1.11 Bhimsenachar & Venkataratnam (1955) 

33.01 38.05 0.93 Ryzhova et al. (1966) 

42.37 49.00 0.93 Ozkan et al. (1974) 

Table A2.1: Comparison of published c11 and c33 elastic properties for zircon. 

 

With the ratio 6.61/ 5.98 1.1a cb b = =  between the lengths of the two Burgers vectors, the 

ratio between the line energies of the dislocations becomes 

 
2

2
2 0.93 (1.10) 1.14a a a

c c c

E K b
E K b

= = ⋅ =  (A2.6) 

and the dislocations of [010]a type have higher line energy. 

 

Furthermore, the energy of a boundary of given disorientation angle (formed by edge 

dislocations in spacing h)  

 ( )ln
4

L
B

E KbE
h

θ θ
π

= = −  (A2.7) 

depends only linearly on the Burgers vector. The ratio between the boundary energies  

 0.93 (1.10) 1.02a a a

c c c

E K b
E K b

= = ⋅ =  (A2.8) 

decreases the energy advantage of the [001]c dislocations, but the boundary energy of the 

[010]a type still remains larger. For this reason [001]c dislocations should be energetically 

favorable. 
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